
Musical Score Checklist
Prepared by David Young

This manuscript details a comprehensive list of items that one should “double
checked” in musical score preparation.   These explanations correspond to headings
found on re-usable notation checklists.  Please note, the appropriate fonts, points,
formatting, positioning, and styles of music elements depend upon the standards of
your engraver or publisher, or your personal preferences.  Use the spaces below to
insert your preferences and keep track of them.  Please note, your choices may be
different for a string quartet than for a symphony.  Please use this checklist as a
reminder for standards required by your publisher, ensemble, conductor or your
personal style.  Use it to be consistent.  In addition, I am providing my choices for my
manuscripts.  Many of these are somewhat different than the choices of more
experienced, professional engravers.  I strongly urge that you explore your options
carefully, consult engraving manuals, and the organizations such as MOLA (Major
Orchestra Librarians’ Association - http://www.mola-inc.org/ )

I. Notation elements that can be defined in templates

The items listed here require only a focused review if the template used in the composition has
already been carefully prepared and checked.  Template are useful if one intends to write a number
of similarly scored compositions, or simply writing a multi-movement work, where each
movement is saved as a separate file.

Paper size —  I am assuming 11.5 x 8.5 here (default)
     Change as needed. 

Page margins — Check for correct margin distances

Page margins need to be set to suitably present the music.  A published manuscript requires
attention to ensure consistency in page and margin formatting.

Page margins should alternate so that there is a larger margin on the inner side of each page and a
narrower margin on the outer margins.  Be careful that the margins are accurate in movements
after movement 1, where the odd and even numbered pages may be reversed if the previous



movement has an odd number of pages.  Sometimes Finale disregards margin in the last few pages
of a piece, if additional music, music spacing or layout updating adds several extra pages.  Be sure
to check the last few pages of each file for the proper margins.  The same can be said about
paper size.  Be consistent in page resizing.  For example, in string quartets, I resize systems to
62% and parts to 75%   Consult your publisher for their margin preferences.

Score Left page margin ________________ Right page margin ________________
Parts Left page margin ________________ Right page margin ________________
Score percent system re-sizing __________  Part    percent system re-sizing ______

For my chamber music scores (primarily string quartets) I use outer margins of
0.6 inches and inner margins of 1.0 inches (to accommodate binding).  I am
currently using a page size of 12.5 x 9.5 inches of specially cut Bristol Cream
Vellum 56 pound paper.  My orchestral scores are 14 x 11 inches, outer margins
of 0.7 inches and inner margins of 1.0 inch.  For string quartets, the system
reduction is to 62 percent, allowing three systems per page.   I put just to systems
on the first page of each movement allowing ample room on top for movement
title.  My movements are sufficiently long (often 20 pages) so that I can space the
measures so that the last page has three systems, starting each new movement on
a new page.  I am careful to space measures in a pleasing method.  I system
reduce parts to 75 percent, easily conforming to be larger than the minimum
allowed staff size by MOLA guidelines.  I put 6 to 10 systems per page so that I
can place rest measures (as a multimeasure rest) just before a page turn.

Check music font — Check for Maestro or comparable font
— Check fonts of tuplet number, etc.

Although many music fonts are acceptable, some have a more desirable look.

Ideally, one would use a music font such as Maestro, November or Engraver.  Use Times Roman
10 bold italics or similar for tuplet numbers.  Be consistent from movement to movement.

Check line thickness — Check thickness of staff lines, etc.

It is not absolutely necessary to tweak line thickness from default settings, but thicker
settings have been recommended by some.

This should be done just once when creating templates or new scores.  Check with your engraver
or publisher for optimal thickness of staff lines, note stems, barlines, repeat lines, etc.



Barline thickness _____________________ Repeat bar thickness __________________
Staff line thickness ____________________ Note stem thickness ____________________
1st ending line thickness  ________________ Ledger line thickness ___________________

The standard ratio of staff to stem to bar line is 1:1.25:1.5

Check position / abbreviation staff names — Check names and abbreviations

Although not absolutely necessary to be particular, one will want to make staff names
attractive, coherent and consistent from movement to movement.

Check the position and font / point of each staff name for accuracy and consistency from
movement to movement.  Check that your abbreviations (if used) are acceptable and consistent
from movement to movement.  Staff names and positions should regularly be accurate if you
created your movements from a reliable template.

Name font _________________  point _____  justification ______  position _____________
Abbreviation. font _________________  point _____  justification ______  position _____________

I make a point of using abbreviations in orchestral scores, on pages after the first. 
I do not use abbreviations in string quartets, where the names of the staves are
obvious.

Copyright notice — Check for content accuracy
— Check font, point and position

Include a copyright notice on page 1.

I place the copyright notice 3/4 an inch from the bottom of the first page, in Times
New Roman, regular, size 14, and format it in this manner:

Copyright  ©  1984,  David Young

Check title positions and fonts — Check positioning of titles
— Check fonts and points for concordance 



It is important to designate and order movements.  Implementing concordant fonts and
positions makes for a professional manuscript.

One needs to title pieces and (number) movements. There is considerable variation among self-
publishers and publishers, regarding acceptable fonts for composition titles.  The point of the
checklist is to decide upon the font, point and positions of the composition names, movement
numbers, and other descriptive terms so as to be consistent from movement to movement, score to
score, parts to parts.  One might choose a different point for work title, key, movement number and
movement character. Check, for example, that if you designate movement 2 as a theme and
variations, movement 3 as a scherzo and movement 4 as a rondo that you use the same font, point
and position for the descriptive terms  theme and variations, scherzo and rondo.  Below are spaces
to designate font, point, justification and position of several lines of titles, movement numbers
(may have different position for the first movement than subsequent) and composer’s name 
Consult your publisher or engraver web-sites for standards. 

Score:

Main title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
2nd title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
3rd title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
__________   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Movement #   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Subseq. Mvts   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Composer   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________

Parts:

Main title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Inst. name   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
2nd title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
3rd title   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
__________   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Movement #   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________
Subseq. Mvts   font _____________  point ___  justification ____  position _______________

I use a variety of points and positions for the titles in my pieces.  In string
quartets, for example, in the score I use, for the main title, Times New Roman,
bold, halfway across a 9.5 inch page, one inch down and 64 point in a page size at
70 percent.  If you make the page size 100% the title size would be less, perhaps
48 point.  The key “in E flat major” is set at 2 inches down, 18 point, italics and
the movement number is 36 point bold positioned at 2 and ½ inches down.  In
subsequent movements the movement number is set 1 inch down and descriptive
terms, such as “Rondo” are in Italics, a little smaller, at 1 and 3/4 inch down.  I
use the same or similar headings for other musical works.

Check page numbers / running title positions — Check font and point
— Check for correct corners
— Check for correct positioning



— Check for correct beginning number in
subsequent movements

— Check for completeness of running title

It is mandatory that one check for page numbers.  Making an effort to maintain a page
number and running footer system makes for a good looking manuscript.

Look to see that the page numbers and running title are in the appropriate positions at the page
bottoms.  Be sure that there is consistency in the placement and content of the page numbers and
running titles. Check fonts and point for agreement.  Decide what letters in the footer are
capitalized.  Make sure that following movements start with the correct page number.  Be sure to
check placement in succeeding movements, particularly if the next movement begins on the left
page rather than right.  Page numbers and running footers are done in one of several styles in
published scores.  Consult your publisher or engraver web-sites for their standards.  Although it
is not commonly done, I include running footers designating the name of the piece and
movement number.  Most works have page numbers on the top, outer edge.  I put mine on the
bottom..

Page number font _____________________ point ______
Right pages justification _______________ position _____________________________
Left pages justification _______________ position _____________________________

Running footer font _____________________ point ______
Right pages justification _______________ position _____________________________
Left pages justification _______________ position _____________________________

Contents of running footer

Score __________________________________________________________________________
Parts __________________________________________________________________________

There are only a few scores where the page numbers are set at the bottom outside
corners.  So far, I have adopted this policy but the general consensus is position
page numbers at the top outside corner.  I use Times New Roman 14 point for
page numbers and position them 3/4 inch from the bottom, 5/8 inch from the side. 
My running footers, are also 3/4 inch from the bottom and 1 and 1/4 inch from the
sides and are Times New Roman 12 point on pages that are at 100% page size. 
My running footers are formatted as follows (for a string quartet score)...  String
Quartet in E flat major, No. 3  (1)   where the parenthesis indicates the movement
number.  For the parts I format...   String Quartet in E flat major, No. 3  Violin 1,  (1) I
strongly recommend running footers for orchestral and chamber scores.... Or
make running headers.

Check measure number position / size — Check for optimal positioning
— Check that all parts have measure numbers
— Check score for redundancy



Although it is not obligatory to be a perfectionist, proper positioning and sizing of
measure numbers makes a manuscript look professional.

Check the position and font of measure numbers.  Measure number size and positions should be
accurate if you created several movements from an accurate template.   Note: if centering measure
numbers over a particular point, one will need to independently position sets of numbers 1 to 9, 10
to 99 and 100 to 999. Make sure that measure numbers appear in each part.  Make sure that
numbers appear on only the top staff in the score, but in every part.  Please note, you may want to
lower  the position of measure numbers in instrument parts that use the alto clef or base clef, and
this will need to be done after parts are generated..  Consult web references and publishers as to
their preferred size and positions of measure numbers.

Measure number font  _________________  point _____ Position _____________________________

II. Notation elements that need careful checking

These items need to be checked with each new piece.

Check all page turns — Check for rest measures in parts

Page turns should be easy.  Make an effort to format the pages for easy page turns, if
possible, using blocks of rest measures before page turns..

Individual parts are optimally formatted so that several measures of rest are positioned in the last
measures before a page turn.  In fact, one might recommend keeping in mind the need for rest
measures as one composes a piece.  Before making a final printing of parts make sure that your
rest measure block and the system that they end remain at the bottom of each right hand page as
you intent.  Rest measures at page turns are not so important when the part is played by several
players, such as a violin section but are worth putting an effort for chamber music.  Finale now
includes a page turn wizard.

Check beaming — Check for improper beam splitting
— Perform Patterson beaming tool
— Check beams again



Although not crucial in manuscript preparation, attractive and proper beaming makes
a work look professional.  At least some effort to should be made to adhere to standards.

Check every group of four 8th notes in 2/4 or 4/4 meter, or four to six 8th notes in 3/4 meter to see
if they are beamed.  In 4/4 meter, groups of four 8th notes in the first half or second half of the
measure are generally beamed together.   In 2/4 meter, a group of four 8th notes may be all beamed,
or split into two groups of two depending on the nature of the piece or the publisher’s preference. 
A group of six 8th notes or five 8th notes (after or before a rest) in 3/4 are ordinary beamed
together.  There are a number of allowable exceptions depending on the nature of the musical
phrase.  Check your work for consistency.  Apply Patterson beaming if you have time, and then re-
check beaming again for any unsightly beams.

I tend to beam 6 of 6 eighth notes in 3/4 meter.  In certain situations I make an
exception, particularly if the first or last one or two notes are in a different
register than the others, or represent a new phrase.  I normally would beam 5 of 6
eighth notes together as well as 4 of six.  When there is a dotted quarter followed
by 3 eighth notes, I tend to beam all three together, but in certain phrasing
circumstances, I will just beam the last 2 8th notes.  In complex measures with
dotted rhythms, I will sometimes beam just a dotted eighth to a sixteen but not to
other notes.  But sometimes I will, all depending upon the general appearance of
the measure and the phrasing in that measure and in other instruments.  Whatever
beaming I choose, I want it to look the same in other measures in that stack and
in similar situations in the piece.  In 4/4 meter I try to beam each group of four
eighth notes, the first two beats and the last two beats.  In 2/4 I tend to beam all
4 eighth notes when they appear, but I do not do this in the bass of a piano rag
where tradition beams just 2 eighth notes together.

Check measure durations with plug-in — Check for too many or too few notes/rests

It is crucial that each measure have a full compliment of notes and/or rests.

Don’t leave out any rests!  Finale has a plug-in that checks scores and parts for measures where
rests are inadvertently left out or where there are mistaken extra rests or notes.  Engravers rarely
miss notes or insert too many notes. But occasionally there are missing or too many rests.  This
minor oversight in a score turns into a major mistake in parts. The check durations Finale plug-in
picks up these instances by surveying the piece for missing or extra notes/rests. Do this before
extracting the parts and correct mistakes.  Also watch out for hidden rests included in the score for
instruments sharing a staff.

Check rest groups — Check for improper rest groups

Attention regarding rest groups is important but perhaps not critical.  Assuring
proper rest grouping is necessary for a professional manuscript.



Proofread every measure with rests to be sure that rest groups follow generally accepted
guidelines.  For example in 3/4 meter one should never see a half rest followed by a quarter note. 
Instead, one always sees two quarter rests and a quarter note.  Avoid dotted 8th rests in 6/8 meter. 
Determine, in 6/8 meter, how you are to handle 8th note pickups.  Most manuscripts use a quarter
rest followed by the 8th pickup.  Some use two 8th rests.  It is generally acceptable to use two 8th

rests after a single 8th note.  Avoid dotted half rests in 4/4 meter.  Consult your performers,
publishers and texts for guidance on 6/8 and 6/4 preferences.  Also check to make sure that
you didn’t accidently nudge a quarter or 8th rest too low or high when entering it.

Check multi-measure rests — Check for collisions of elements
— Check for font, point and position of number

Although not imperative, one should look over multi-measure rests for element
collisions and consistent fonts.  But make sure that multimeasure rests break for rehearsal
letters and tempo changes.

Check the position, font and point of the multi-measure rest numbers.  (Should be established in
your template).   To avoid element collision, shorten the length of the measure rest bar where there
is a clef change noted at the end of a multi-measure rest.   Consult your publishers for optimal
positioning and appropriate font and point of multi-measure rest numbers.

Number font __________________  point ______   position _________________________
shortening distance for clef changes                                                                 

Check need for courtesy accidentals — Check for need courtesy accidentals

Including courtesy accidentals can make a work much easier to play and save a lot of
trouble.  This exercise is probably the most difficult.   Consider an effort here well
worth the time.

Courtesy accidentals come in handy in a number of circumstances.  Proofread your score and parts
for instances where there are accidentals placed and look for subsequent measures where the
previous altered note reverts back to the key signature define note. Courtesy accidentals are
normally indicated to remind the reader or player of the composer’s intention of reverting back. 
There are some instance where courtesy accidentals are needed after system breaks.  There are
times when courtesy accidentals are unnecessary in the score but clearly obligatory in parts.

Check measure layout — Check need for moving / adjusting measures

Although not essential for performance, appropriate distribution of notes and measures
on the page is contributes to making a manuscript look professional.



Occasionally, one might have manipulated measures so that there are too many measures in a
system.  That is, they are unnecessarily crowded.  Sometimes it cannot be helped to have a system
a little crowded and this is acceptable.  Check over your score to see if there are instances where a
crowded system is adjacent to a loose system, and the move of one measure could even out the
score or part.  Music spacing and layout tools should avoid these situations but every once in a
while one comes up.  I craft my pieces so that the last page is equally as “full” as the rest.

Count measures — Check for missing measures in parts

One must be certain that there are no measures missing in the parts.

It does not matter how one assures themselves that every measure has been extracted.  On very
rare occasions layout formatting will bury measures between systems.  Be sure to count measures
between each rehearsal letter in the score and each part to make sure that they agree.

Check clef changes / accidentals — Check for collisions of elements

Checking for accidental or clef change collisions is not obligatory if you are
comfortable that your music spacing algorithm has avoided them.

Check to see if there instances of accidentals or clefs overlapping with notes or barlines.  With the
music spacing algorithm, collisions should be avoided.  But there can be instances of missed
collisions, and a careful review of score and parts for unsightly crowding or collisions should be
done.   Do be careful that clef changes at the end of multimeasure rests in parts do not collide. 
You have fix these by shortening the multimeasure rest figure.

Check tempo markings / designation / fonts — Check fonts and points
— Check positions
— Check for missing items in parts

Although not essential, achieving concordant fonts and positions for tempos and other
designation makes for a professional manuscript.  It is imperative to make sure that all
tempo elements in the score are extracted into the parts.

It is important to be consistent from piece to piece, movement to movement as to the point and
font of tempo designations.  Check to make sure yours are consistent and correctly placed.  Note
that an ideally positioned tempo mark in the score may off a little in an extracted part.  Check for
missing items buried within multi-measure rests. Sometimes, a larger point may be used for
primary tempo designations such as Allegro than for secondary tempo indications such as
ritardando.  Make sure that you use the same instrument list for each measure expression.  One



should develop their own notation standards and consult engravers and web-sites for acceptable
fonts.  Establish templets with your preferred fonts and points.

Primary tempo indications font _________________  point ______
Secondary tempo indications font _________________  point ______

Check space between staves — Check staves to avoid element collision
— Check systems to avoid element collision

It is necessary to avoid collisions of notes, elements and staves.  Very careful individual
positioning of staves can make for a very nice manuscript.

 

Be sure that the formatting of staves in your score and parts is done ascetically so that the visual
appearance of your music is easy-to-read.  Avoid, as possible, cramped staves.  Use this reminder
to review each page at a low view percent.  Make use of finale’s individual positioning of staves
after system optimization.  Some of the more recent version of Finale has features that avoid
collisions of elements.

Position dynamic marks — Check positions
— Check for missing dynamics

It is not mandatory that every dynamic be perfectly placed.  However, dynamic
placement should make sense and be easy to read and understand.  Spending time on
placement will make the manuscript look professional.

Although it is tedious to individually position every dynamic mark in a work, I highly recommend
taking the time.  I believe that positioning dynamic marks even with hairpins and crescendos, and
with each other (vertically and horizontally as appropriate) makes for a well refined, classy score. 
Parts are easier to read.  There are some Finale enhancements (TG tools) to align dynamics and
hairpins.  Dynamic marks should be placed under the staff, under the affected note and perhaps
slightly before the note.  They should be far enough under the staff to be distinct, particularly in
parts.  Also check that every instance of music entering after several rest measures be defined with
a dynamic and that most (if not all) hairpins are defined with ending dynamics.  Many earlier
published works tend to cram staves close together and therefore need to cram dynamics over
the staves.  I believe that this results in a tarnished, unprofessional look. Modern publishers and
self-publishers should look better.

Check arpeggios / articulations — Check arpeggio placement
— Check articulations for position

Although not imperative, one could spend a lot of time in perfecting the look and
placement of articulations.  One should at least scan the music for instances of element



collisions and ambiguities.

Arpeggios are not used in string scores to denote triple and quadruple stops.  Do check for
placement and length of Finale arpeggios in works that include piano and harp, where an attractive
arpeggio articulation should be roughly the length of the chord and positioned so as to avoid
accidentals with just a little white space between the arpeggio and the chord or accidentals.  Also
check other note articulations for placement and collisions.  Be careful with trill extensions, that
may extend longer than necessary in the part, if the part measures are laid out smaller than in the
score.

Check all cue notes — Check for need in parts
— Check percent reduction of notes
— Check font, point, position of instrument title

Cue notes are important and often required by performers. One should establishing a
reliable method.

Cue notes should be placed in parts where instruments have large blocks of rests.  The composer
should determine a consistent means of writing cue notes, with a dependable font and point for
designating the instrument chosen for the cue and a fixed reduction in the size of the notes.  And
should be reminded to insert whole rests below the cue note measures.  One should check the parts
to make sure that all cue notes follow the same standards.  Publishers and professional engravers
may have a different standard regarding cue notes.   Consult your ensemble and web-sites for
more information.

Percent note reduction _________ Insert whole rests             
Instrument name font _____________________ point ________

Check slurs and ties — Check slurs drawn over systems
— Check slurs associated with ties
— Check steep slurs
— Check slurs in general
— Check ties

One can spend a lot of time in perfecting the look of slurs and ties for a professional look. 
One should at least scan the music for instances of element collisions and ambiguities.

The creation and layout of slurs can easily look bad.  Thus it requires a lot of effort to
visually review and correct mis-shaped slurs and ties in every measure of a composition. 
Please check and re-check.  Here are some tips.  A) Check slurs and ties that cross
systems.  Remember, a perfect slur over a barline in the score can look bad in the part, if
in the part the barline is between systems, B) Check slurs that involve a tied note at the



beginning or end of a phrase.  I customarily draw a slur from the beginning of a tied note
to the end of the slurred phrase, or from the beginning of a slurred note to the end of a tied
note. In these cases, I make sure that the slur arcs high enough to appear distinct from the
tie.  Some older manuscripts draw the slur from the end of the tied note (if at the
beginning of the phrase) or to the first note (if the tie is at the end).  Be consistent from
section to section, movement to movement.  C) Check slurs that are steep, to improve their
look, particularly if there are accidentals.  D) Check slurs where there are note
articulations, avoid collisions, and follow accepted guidelines.  E) Check where
articulations and slurs occur together, for correct positioning.  Unnecessary slurs may
occur if a tied note and a slurred note are above each other in a staff used for two
instruments.  Consult web references and publishers as to their preferred treatment of
ties with slurs.

Check rehearsal letters & positions — Check font, point, enclosures
— Check letter positions
— Check for missing letters

It is nice to position rehearsal letters “just so”.  It is more important to check the parts
for missing letters.

Rehearsal letters should be letters consecutively from A onward as needed.  Make sure that no
letters are missing in the parts (not inadvertently left hidden in a section of multi-measure rests). 
Make sure that they are positioned squarely over the barline (or just after the barline is that is your
standard).  Check the position of cue letters that fall on the first barline of a system, where it may
require re-positioning.  Remember, a letter square over a mid-system barline in the score may not
look best if it ends up over a left barline in a part.  Rehearsal letters should be made in your
templates.  Rehearsal or “Cue” letters are created in a variety of manners from score to score,
publisher to publisher.  They should be clearly marked but unobtrusive.  The fonts, point and
enclosures should be consistent from movement to movement.

Rehearsal letter font _____________________ point ______ enclosure _____________________

Check tuplets — Check for font / point of number
— Check for position of every number
— Check for areas where numbers may be deleted

Although not essential to be a perfectionist, one could spend time re-positioning tuplet
numbers for a professional look.  One should at least scan the music for instances of



element collisions and ambiguities.

Scan your music carefully for every tuplet.  Check to see that each tuplet number is
positioned on the beam side, avoids other music elements, and has the proper font and
size. Avoid brackets for 8th note and 16th note tuplets.  Remove unnecessary numbers for
series of tuplets where the number is necessary only for the first 3 to 4 tuplets.  Generally
avoid placing numbers on the note side.  Default font and point should be okay if okay in
templates  Consult your performers or publishers for instances where an occasional
note-side number is acceptable.

Tuplet number      font                                            point                                

Check arco ÷pizz ÷arco, — Check font / point pizz. arco, et al
Check harp pedals, timpani — Check positions

— Check for missing designations
— Check harp pedal indications
— Check timpani note indications
— Check position of tremolo slashes

Although not requisite, one could time in perfecting the fonts and positions of other
musical attributes.  One should at least scan the music for instances of element collisions
and ambiguities, or outright missing instructions.

Proofread string parts for instances of pizzicato.  Makes sure that each instance of pizzicato is
canceled by an “arco” when you intend the instruments to bow.  Make sure that “solo” is cancelled
by “tutti.”   Be sure that your designations are carried into the individual parts.  Check font and
point (should be made correctly in template).  Generally speaking, tremolo indications do not
require cancellations with arco.  Pizzicato and tremolo are usually abbreviated pizz. and trem. with
periods.  Pizz., arco and trem. are always placed above the staff.  Check for fonts, points and
positioning of expressions such as pesante, subito, legato and other expressions normally placed
below staves.  Check for instances of div,  a2,  solo and tutti.  Check for harp pedal markings
(needed only in the part) for missing indications, as well as positions, font and point.  Check
timpani parts for note change indications.  Also check to see that the tremolo slashes are in the
middle of the stem and the correct distance down / up.  Consult your performers or publishers for
preferred fonts and points.

Pizz/arco font ___________________________ point __________
Legato/pesante font ___________________________ point __________
divisi/solo font ___________________________ point __________
Harp pedal font ___________________________ point __________
Timpani notes font ___________________________ point __________

font _________________  point ___  justification ______  position _______________



Content ______________________________________________________________

Rest position, — Check position of rests

Make sure that rests are in their correct vertical position in the score or parts.  Sometimes
rests will be inadvertently dragged up or down.  Scan your score and parts for needed corrections.

Repeats, first and second endings.

Make sure that all the elements of first and second ending line up in an attractive manner.

III. Musical elements that need careful checking

These items have nothing to do with “notation” standards but are easily overlooked when
composing.

Allow for breaths in wind instruments

Particularly in passages with solo brass or woodwinds.

Complete cadences on the same length notes

Avoiding ending a passages with some instruments playing an 8th note on the beat and
others playing a quarter note, as an example.

Allow time for switching from pizzicato to arco, arco to pizzicato, etc.

Doesn’t require much time, but try to give a quarter note’s worth or rest at least.

Check for consistency for slurs at the end of cadences.

If three of the wood winds have a slur going to the end of a phrase, it would look silly if
the fourth woodwind ended the slur on the note previous to the end.
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